
Edward Echeverria 
 

Cell:  
EDUCATION 

Colby College, Waterville, ME Bachelor of Arts, May 2014 
• Major: Government

Maret School, Washington, D.C. Diploma, June 2010 
• 4 years at Maret School

WORK EXPERIENCE: 

Biden for President  
Digital Organizing Systems Manager – Philadelphia, PA Feb. 2020 – Dec. 2020 

• Developed a novel process for managing incoming messages across several channels including Facebook, the
campaign website, and general inboxes across several departments.

• Worked in conjunction with the finance, organizing, policy, and email teams to make sure our team was serving
everyone’s goals.

• Managed relationships with internal departments to ensure our team was communicating the proper information,
using appropriate verbiage, and maintaining clear lines of communication.

• Developed a system for reviewing new content and organized weekly meetings with relevant staff across all
departments.

• Drafted all the language for our messages ultimately developing hundreds of pages of canned responses for our
volunteers to use. These messages included everything from standard campaign donation messages to complicated
language on the intricacies of Joe Biden’s campaign agenda.

• Hired and trained a team of three and oversaw the management of hundreds of volunteers who responded to or
redirected 1,102,367 messages in the final three months of the campaign.

• Built a program that by the end of the campaign was raising over $1 million a week, persuading and turning-out
hundreds of voters, and recruiting tens of thousands of voters in battleground states.

Deputy Organizing Director – Digital – Manchester, NH Jul. 2019 – Feb. 2020 
• Led a statewide digital organizing program that included the development of online communities in support of the

campaign, online event management, and a texting program that served as a primary persuasion and recruitment
tool for the campaign.

• Worked directly with supportive grassroots climate leaders throughout the state to advocate for President Biden’s
climate agenda online.

• Wrote copy for social media channels and text messages. Eventually led the development of all scripts for the
campaign from text to phone and door knocking.

• Served in several other roles as needed, including GOTV Director and Out of State Director. As the Out of State
Director, I held meetings and phone calls with several important stakeholders in neighboring states and developed
the logistics for trips that included hundreds of volunteers travelling to different cities and towns throughout NH.

Revolution Field Strategies 
Deputy Project Manager, Indiana Sep. 2018 – Dec. 2018 

• Managed a robust door knocking program to turn out voters in underserved minority communities in support of
Democratic candidates. Ultimately, the program boosted turnout in these communities to a level almost equal to
turnout in the 2016 presidential election.

• Managed a full-time paid staff of about 20-25 as well as hundreds of paid canvassers working out of 5 offices
throughout the state.

• Traveled from office to office to mediate inter office disputes, retrain employees on the systems of the program,
and develop strategies for how to improve the performance of a lagging office.

• Aided in script development and trained canvassers in door-to-door communication tactics.
Garth Corriveau for Executive Council May 2018-Sep. 2018 
Campaign Manager, Manchester, NH 

• Oversaw all aspects of the campaign including fundraising, paid media, messaging, organizing, and a digital
program.

• Staffed the candidate at all events, forums, debates, and fundraising efforts.
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• Developed my skills in managing up, keeping a principal on schedule, and making sure Mr. Corriveau had all the
necessary information.

• Prepared briefing documents before meetings with significant groups and leaders (including Climate Action NH
and 350 NH).

• Met with every major labor leader in the state and dozens of state legislators on behalf of the candidate. The
campaign earned the support and official endorsement from several prominent labor unions including AFL-CIO,
Teamsters, State Employees of NH. The campaign was also endorsed by over 20 elected officials throughout the
state.

• Developed my relationships with labor unions and elected officials and activated them to help us with coordinating
events, organizing and visibility efforts, and financial contributions.

• Developed a finance program from scratch by maintaining a highly organized system and coordinating with the
candidate to fit the program to his preferences and schedule.

Bob Massie for Governor 
Finance Director, Boston MA  Nov. 2017 - Apr. 2018 
Deputy Finance Director, Boston MA Aug. 2017 – Nov. 2017 

• Leveraged Mr. Massie’s network, primarily climate network, to throw dozens of fundraising events throughout the
state.

• Held dozens of meetings with significant stakeholders to convince them to either throw their support behind Mr.
Massie or activate their own networks in support of Mr. Massie’s candidacy.

• Activated supporters and cultivated relationships to raise over $450,000 for the campaign.
• Managed the campaign budget and a staff of two and kept the campaign in compliance with campaign finance

rules.
• Developed an online small dollar base with an aggressive email program.
• Staffed the candidate at many fundraising events as well as community forums, organizing events, and debates.
• Prepped the candidate with briefing materials before every fundraising event including relevant information about

the host, prominent guests, the giving history of the attendees, and the issues most relevant for the event.
Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr 
Project Assistant, Washington D.C. 2015-2017 

• Performed document reviews and managed filing materials and timelines for attorneys in the appellate litigation
group.

• Quickly developed an intricate knowledge of the federal court system to support attorneys in navigating filing rules,
deadlines, citation rules, and formatting.

• Aided attorneys in research projects for a wide range of case topics including cases related to climate issues like
renewable fuel standards.

• Compiled for attorney teams broad sets of information related to their cases as well as the legal history around the
issue.

• Synthesized case history and subject matter information in a digestible way and prepared summaries of major
issues or cases.

NextGen Climate Action Committee 
Regional Field Director, Nashua, N.H. 2014 

• NextGen Climate was the preeminent organizing group dedicated to making climate change a salient and decisive
issue in political campaigns across the country. I was one of the first five employees in the program working to
support state and federal candidates with strong climate positions.

• Crafted persuasive language specific to local climate issues like the deer tick and sea level rise.
• Trained a paid staff of over 80 to knock on doors throughout the state to educate voters, find voters who felt

passionately about climate issues, and ultimately turn out voters in support of candidates who held strong climate
positions.

• Organized, in conjunction with other staff members, events with local climate leaders like the Sierra Club,
Audubon, and more. Coordinated the operations of these events and held meetings with the leadership of local
climate organizations to prepare for events.

SKILLS 

• Proficient in Excel, PowerPoint, and GSuite
• Direct experience with NGP/VAN, ActBlue, Hustle, Blue State Digital, Mobilize




